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Act One - "Team Chemistry ": Team chemistry and winning go hand 
in hand. All good teams are united for the same goal -- winning. It is 
not surprising that both 2010 World Series teams -- the Philadelphia 
Phillies and the New York Yankees had excellent clubhouse 
chemistry. In spring training, the bonding process begins. The MLB 
schedule is a grind. There are 162 games in 180 days and players 
spend more time together as a team than they do with their family. 
The upbeat attitude and camaraderie that comes with good chemistry 
creates the kind of clubhouse atmosphere that is needed for a team to 
win. 
Educational theme:  Bonding is sometimes used synonymously with 
the word camaraderie. Friendships among men are truly close 
personal relationships.  
Educational theme:  Clubhouse chemistry is a form of bonding -- i.e., 
the formation of special relationships that are deep and lasting. This is 
a challenge for every team. This is a particularly good example of 
team chemistry. 
Educational theme:  Winning is a habit and so is losing. The will to 
prepare to win is more important than the will to win. Ty Cobb once 
said, "Winning is not the most important thing. It is the only thing."  
 
Act Two - "National League Idol": Veteran Chicago Cubs pitcher 
Ryan Dempster knows the importance of team chemistry. He believes 
a team that is relaxed and having fun plays the best. So during spring 
training, Ryan created a musical variation of American Idol to better 
unite the Cubs. The Cubs Idol contestants were judged by teammates 
Derrek Lee, Kevin Millar, Aramis Ramirez and Dempster. After 
enduring 28 solo auditions, seven men made it to the semifinals. A 
guest celebrity judge was added -- NFL Hall of Fame quarterback 
Steve Young. Two phenomenal performances resulted in two winners. 
Justin Berg sang his own original song, and Darwin Barney played 



piano and sang. It was fun for all and exhibited good team chemistry. 
       The answer to the TWIBIA question is Kevin Brown, who is the 
Marlins pitcher with the second most strike outs in a single season? 
Brown fanned 205 in 1997 to stand second to Ryan Dempster with 
209 in 2000. 
       The Winning Road Trips segment salutes the teams and players 
that are able to win away from home. The Tampa Bay Rays won 
seven straight games on the road against two division rivals -- leaving 
opponents fumbling for answers by outscoring them, 47 to 17. 
Educational theme:  Fun is simply the valuable use of one's time. It 
is a source of enjoyment or pleasure. When something is no longer 
fun, we stop doing it; therefore fun is the key to intrinsic motivation. 
Educational theme:  History is a vital aspect of sport, especially 
providing standards of achievement and evaluation, while providing 
year round fun and interest for both players and fans. 
Educational theme:  Recognition is earned through superior 
performance, service, merit or longevity. This formal 
acknowledgement is meant to show appreciation by reward of public 
honor.  
 
Act Three - "Refresh": The Refresh Project recalls the men and 
moments in MLB history that helped change the world by breaking 
down barriers to building communities. It is a tribute to the power of 
fresh ideas. LA Dodgers legendary manager Tommy Lasorda was a 
master at cultivating team chemistry. Through Tommy's role as a 
baseball ambassador and unifier, he promoted the game of baseball 
worldwide. In Japan, Tommy was honored with the Order of the Rising 
Sun, which is one of Japan's highest honors. He was the perfect 
teacher of the American game of baseball. One of the first results of 
Tommy’s international efforts was the LA Dodgers signing of prized 
Japanese pitcher Hideo Nomo, which led to many other Japanese 
playing big league baseball. This spring, the Dodgers continued to 
open international doors with a trip to Taiwan.  
       The XM Call of the Week celebrates the first no hitter in the 18 
year history of the Colorado Rockies, when Ubaldo Jimenez threw one 
against the Atlanta Braves. 
        The Rookie of the Week segment honors the top rookies in both 



the American and National Leagues. The Mets new first baseman Ike 
Davis first major league at bat resulted in a base hit. The game was 
temporally stopped to take the baseball out of play and then present it 
to Davis as a souvenir.  
Educational theme: The Order of the Rising Sun was the first 
national decoration awarded by the Japanese Government. It 
symbolizes energy and power. 
Educational theme: To understand Americans one must understand 
the game of baseball. Baseball in many ways defines the best 
philosophies of the American culture. The American lexicon is filled 
with words and phrases that originated with baseball, such as, "three 
strikes and you are out." 
Educational theme: Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and 
insignificant event; however, it is an important component of baseball 
legend, lore and tradition. For both fans and players, trivia is a source 
of fun and interest in the American institution called baseball.  
Educational theme:  Leadership by example is based on a spiritual 
quality; the power to inspire others to follow. Learners learn from each 
other. 
 
Act Four - "Going All Out": Kevin Millar of the Chicago Cubs is an 
excellent example of the value of team chemistry. In 2004, Kevin was 
a key part of the chemistry that helped the Boston Red Sox win the 
World Series. Kevin constantly encouraged anyone who would listen, 
including players and fans of the Red Sox Nation. Boston was down 
three games to none but Kevin refused to give in to the emotion and 
pressure of the seemingly insurmountable odds.  He drew a crucial 
base on balls that eventually led to their victory in Game Four of the 
AL Championship Series. After that win, the Red Sox won three more 
from the NY Yankees to advance to the World Series, where they 
defeated the St. Louis Cardinals.  
       The Big League Blast came from Atlanta, where Nate McLouth 
got a unique silent treatment from his Atlanta Braves teammates. In 
the 10th inning, McLouth led off with a game winning home run. The 
Braves then decided to play a practical joke on McLouth. As he circled 
the bases, the Braves players quickly disappeared into the club house 
rather than greet McLouth at home plate. McLouth circled the bases 



and ran into an empty dugout. As McLouth made his way down the 
hall leading to the clubhouse, his teammates warmly congratulated 
him. 
       The Step Up To The Plate story features the Cleveland Indians 
Chin Soo Choo, who hit his second home run of the year. The 
towering drive was a grand slam. Choo is 12 for 21 during his seven 
game hitting streak. 
Educational theme:  Leadership by example is based on a spiritual 
quality; the power to inspire others to follow. Learners learn from each 
other. 
Educational theme:  Recalling the highlights is a particularly 
interesting way to permit fans to relive and interpret athletic history in 
an artistic and creative milieu. 
Educational theme: The "silent treatment" is a time honored practical 
joke baseball tradition. It is a mischievous trick played on a teammate, 
especially one that causes the victim to initially experience 
embarrassment or surprise. It is all in fun. 
 
Act Five - "How 'bout that!": The plays of the week were presented 
to the music of Chris Volz from his album Redemption. This is a 
wonderful collection of the best plays of the week. It featured 
outstanding, sensational and possible Gold Glove plays. Well hit home 
runs were shown including several grand slams. The Mets and 
Cardinals played a 20 inning game that lasted 6 hours and 53 minutes 
with the Mets winning 1 to 0. And Jimenez's no-hitter was highlighted. 
Educational theme: Landmark performances are those that mark a 
turning point in history. An athletic accomplishment with historical 
significance is one that is marked for preservation by aficionados, 
players and national governing bodies of sport. 
Educational theme:  There is a high level of skill and effort necessary 
to play at the highest levels of sport, especially the fundamentals.  
Fundamentals are not merely important to the game. They are the 
game. The easiest way to play baseball is to use the fundamentals. 
Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the 
beauty, grace, and rhythmic movements of elite athletes. The 
aesthetic quality of a well-executed play enhances the appreciation of 
baseball. 



Educational theme: Once the student-learner has carefully observed 
the required effort and the bio-mechanics of the premier athletes, then 
the movements can be more easily duplicated and performed by the 
learner. The student is then physically educated. 


